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Making Life

Recent Projects:

CREATIVE

VA Bay Pines
Creative was given the opportunity to work with the interior designer in developing a comprehensive artwork and signage
wayfinding program, in conjunction with our sister company Creative Signage. Tropical and marine themes were used and the
color tones were coordinated to match the range of interior design and wayfinding elements within the hospital. The artwork was
framed in custom cherry mouldings that accented the pieces and complimented the interior wayfinding and signage decor.

VA Dallas
Creative was asked by the interior designer to provide artwork and photography that could be used within the behavioral health
areas. Calming organic imagery was selected to support the healing environment in the facility. The VA also asked Creative to
design a new frame that incorporated their artwork mounting and design specifications for mental health areas. Using these
specifications, and direction from the interior designer, Creative developed its mental health appropriate framing system. This
system has a low profile, rounded frame, uses concealed tamper proof mounting, and is available with a shatter resistant coves.
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VA Nashville
We were tasked with selecting art to reinforce the design concepts implemented in the newly renovated main lobby and 1st
floor. To compliment the modern color palette and materials used in the area, Creative provided artwork with federal & patriotic
themes. This also included custom framing that allowed for interchangeable artwork. The design and artwork provided by
Creative, in conjunction with the new renovation, highlighted the annual Planetree conference in Nashville.

VA Wilmington
Along with providing a wide variety of themed artwork within the facility, Creative introduced photography and images from local
artists. The artists selected by Creative specialized in providing images from Delaware and the surrounding area. The images
included regional landscapes, local gardens & parks, and nearby natural landmarks.
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